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Memorandum 95-64

Homestead Exemption: Comments on Tentative Recommendation

This memorandum considers comments we have received on the tentative

recommendation relating to the Homestead Exemption which was circulated for

comment following the July meeting. The tentative recommendation proposes to

repeal the procedure for recording a homestead declaration, preserve any

important features of the repealed statute in the general homestead statute, and

provide for satisfaction of only senior liens and encumbrances when a homestead

is sold. (Another copy of the tentative recommendation is attached for

Commissioners.)

After reviewing the comments on the tentative recommendation, the

Commission should consider approving the recommendation for printing and

submission to the Legislature. If more drafting needs to be done for Commission

review, a revised recommendation can be considered at the December meeting.

Attached to this memorandum are two letters commenting on the tentative

recommendation. The letters are reproduced in the Exhibit:
 pp.

1. Noanne J. St. Jean, President, California Family Support Council ...... 1
2. Dean D. Flippo, Monterey County District Attorney ................ 5

The tentative recommendation has been available on the Internet in two formats

— one for downloading and the other for reading online. To date, well over 400

persons have accessed these computer files. However, we have not received a

single comment as a result of all this apparent activity.

EXEMPTION OF PROCEEDS FROM VOLUNTARY SALE OF HOMESTEAD

The only comments we have received are from district attorneys engaged in

collecting child support who oppose preserving and generalizing the voluntary

sale proceeds exemption as proposed in Section 704.720(b). The general

(automatic) homestead provides a proceeds exemption only as to involuntary

dispositions of the homestead, as where it is sold on execution, is destroyed, or

taken in eminent domain. Existing Section 704.960(a) in the declared homestead
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statute protects proceeds of a voluntary sale in the exempt amount, except that

increases in the exempt amount enacted after a creditor’s judgment lien attaches

to the declared homestead do not apply.

The voluntary sale proceeds exemption is not out of the reach of a debtor who

is generally relying on the “automatic” homestead exemption since, as noted in

the tentative recommendation,

a sufficiently sophisticated debtor would simply record a
homestead declaration before a voluntary sale of the home and
thereby protect the proceeds for six months in the amount
applicable when the creditor’s lien attached.… The creditor cannot
prevent the declaration. The proceeds exemption follows
mechanically from the act of recording a piece of paper. The
specific amount of the voluntary proceeds exemption depends on
the fortuity of the order in which the debtor and the creditor record
their respective papers. The recording has no relation to any other
act. It is not reviewed and notice is not given. It is not subject to
contest at the time of recording. The protection of voluntary sale
proceeds depends solely on the arbitrary factor of whether the
debtor has remembered to record a paper, a paper which will then
clutter up the public records for years, since it describes as a
homestead property that the debtor intends to sell shortly after the
declaration is recorded.

The letters from Noanne J. St. Jean, President of the Family Support Council,

and Dean D. Flippo, Monterey County District Attorney make a number of

arguments in opposition to the proposal:

Adverse Impact on Child Support Collections

Ms. St. Jean states that “all of the teeth of the real property liens for collection

of child support would be removed” and Mr. Flippo writes that the proposal

would have a “substantial adverse impact on the collection of child and spousal

support by means of judgment liens recorded against real property.” (See Exhibit

pp. 3, 5.)

The staff is attempting to get some more accurate numbers from the Family

Support Council; we doubt that 100% of lien collections come through

satisfaction of liens out of escrow in voluntary sales of exempt dwellings.

Furthermore, the dire consequences alleged by the district attorneys require that

in every case the equity in the home, after satisfaction of prior liens, is less than

the applicable homestead exemption ($50,000-$100,000).
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In any event, regardless of the exact amount or percentage of collections, or

the proper characterization of the effect of the broader proceeds exemption, the

total amount of child (and spousal) support collections would be affected. Under

the proposed law, collections would be affected in the amount of the applicable

homestead exemption in any case where the debtor qualifies for the exemption

and the support creditor cannot invade the exemption under Section 703.070.

(This section provides that any exemption — not just the homestead exemption

— is subject to invasion to enforce child, family, or spousal support if the court so

orders, taking into account the needs of the support creditor, the debtor, and the

persons the debtor is required to support.)

Another question that arises in considering the comments from the district

attorneys is how the collections come about. The letters do not recognize any

issue with regard to the existing voluntary sales proceeds exemption under the

declared homestead. Some of the delinquent support obligors must have had

declared homesteads and been entitled to an exemption. The staff wonders

whether the law is being ignored, either because it has been overlooked or is not

understood. We are seeking additional details on how the district attorneys

collect in voluntary sales cases and whether there is any opportunity for

recognition of the proceeds exemption provided by Section 704.960.

Notwithstanding the confusion concerning the applicable law and the doubt

surrounding the potential effect of the proposed law on support collections, the

staff believes that some adjustment will need to be made in the statute to meet

the district attorneys’ concern, as discussed below.

Lack of Compliance with Federal Regulations

Both letters note the need to comply with federal standards for collection of

child support in order to qualify for federal AFDC funds. Federal regulations

require the state to “have in effect and use procedures which require that a lien

will be imposed against the real and personal property of an absent parent who

owes overdue support and who resides or owns property in the State.” (See

Exhibit pp. 3, 5.) Mr. Flippo writes that the proposal would “render inoperative”

the federal statutes and regulations. (See Exhibit p. 6.)

From the language quoted and the arguments made by the writers, the staff is

not convinced that the exemption would be out of compliance. The lien

imposition requirements would still be in place. All of the existing statutes

concerning judgment liens would remain unchanged, along with all of the
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enforcement procedures. The only change proposed is to continue as a general

rule the voluntary sale proceeds exemption that already exists in the declared

homestead. If California would be out of compliance due to this change in the

law, it is unclear how California can be in compliance under existing law which

provides exemptions applicable to collection of support judgments as a general

rule (see Section 703.070(a)), including the exemption applicable to homesteads

in forced sales under writs of execution and the declared homestead voluntary

sale proceeds exemption. Nor is the scope of the quoted regulation clear, since it

refers to “absent” parents. Unless this term has a special meaning in the context

of the Code of Federal Regulations, it is difficult to see how it could apply to all

cases where a support debtor in California seeks to sell a home in one location

and buy a new home in another location in California.

ALTERNATIVES

There are a number of alternative responses to the concerns expressed by the

district attorneys.

1. Rely on Equitable Division under Section 703.070.

As noted above, Section 703.070 permits invasion of any exemption as needed

to enforce support obligations. This rule does not presume that the support

creditor seeking enforcement is necessarily the most needy. Implicit in the letters

from the district attorneys is the assumption that there is only one family, the ex-

spouse and children, who are seeking support, and that the debtor does not have

a need for assets to support a current family (ignoring the need to support

oneself). While the most common cases may be where the children of a former

marriage are needy and the debtor lives alone or the current spouse and children

are better off financially, this is not necessarily the case. A second or third family

may be equally or more needy than the first. Or the most recent ex-spouse may

be seeking enforcement of support at the expense of a less sophisticated, less

well-informed but more needy first family. Any number of complications may

occur and Section 703.070 is designed to deal with them.

Neither letter from the district attorneys mentions Section 703.070. The

argument is made that the proceeds protection is “not limited” so that it “has the

effect of defeating claims for child and spousal support.” (See Exhibit p. 1.) But

Section 703.070 clearly does limit this exemption, and all others, by permitting

support creditors to invade any exemption the debtor the qualifies for.
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The staff assumes that in the context of efficient support collection programs,

such as through satisfying liens in the escrow process, the issue of equitable

division never arises. The procedure in Section 703.070 may not be used because

it is inefficient in comparison to other collection procedures used by district

attorneys. This does not diminish the important policy implemented in Section

703.070.

Despite the staff’s admiration for the scheme of the Enforcement of

Judgments Law, we must conclude that relying on equitable division under

Section 703.070 will not satisfy the objections received from the district attorneys.

2. Abandon Voluntary Sale Proceeds Exemption Entirely

Since the district attorneys are objecting to the generalized voluntary sale

proceeds exemption, the Commission could decide not to continue the

exemption and the objection disappears. We do not know if anyone would object

to losing the proceeds exemption in the existing declared homestead. No doubt

some people know of it and have taken advantage of it.

The general dwelling proceeds exemption is sound policy. The distinction in

the current statute between voluntary and forced sale is arbitrary. A debtor who

stays in the home is protected by the exemption. In the unlikely event that the

creditor would actually attempt a levy and sale under execution, the debtor

would receive the exempt amount out of the proceeds of sale. But if the debtor

needs to move and sell the home, such as where the debtor’s employer relocates,

the proceeds exemption is lost.

However, regardless of how sound the policy is, existing law does not

provide a voluntary sale proceeds exemption under the general homestead

exemption. Although a sophisticated debtor could take advantage of the

exemption by recording a homestead declaration immediately before selling, we

gather that this is not likely, nor do we know whether it has even been tried.

Thus, generalizing the exemption will be seen as a change in the law, and

probably a major one that harms the self-interest of creditors. The Commission

should consider whether to propose the proceeds exemption in the final

recommendation or drop it.
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3. Abandon Voluntary Sale Proceeds Exemption as to Support Enforcement

The objections of the district attorneys would be moot if an exception to the

proceeds exemption were made for support enforcement. This is a more limited

version of alternative 2.

The Commission should also consider whether to distinguish between

enforcement of child and family support, on one hand, and spousal support, on

the other. The staff believes that over the years the law has tended to make fewer

distinctions between child and spousal support (family support being

undifferentiated support that includes child support). But in some areas, child

support is still given a special status over spousal support, as reflected in the

federal rules cited in the letters from the district attorneys.

The staff would recommend carving out a support enforcement exception to

the voluntary sale proceeds exemption as most responsive to the objections

received. We would not attempt to distinguish between child and spousal

support. The effect of this blanket exception is that a former spouse will be able

to satisfy past due support out of voluntary sale proceeds and effectively deprive

the debtor and current family of the ability to get a new home. But that is

probably the current state of the law, in practice, so the result would be much the

same.

This alternative could be implemented by adding subdivision (d) to Section

704.720, as it is proposed to be amended in the tentative recommendation:

Code Civ. Proc. § 704.720 (amended). Homestead exemption

SEC. 4. Section 704.720 of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended to
read:

704.720. (a) A homestead is exempt from enforcement of a money
judgment as provided in this article and is exempt from sale under this
division to the extent provided in Section 704.800.

(b) The proceeds from a disposition of a homestead are exempt under
the following conditions:

(1) If a homestead is sold under this division or is damaged or destroyed
or is acquired for public use, the proceeds of sale or of insurance or other
indemnification for damage or destruction of the homestead or the proceeds
received as compensation for a homestead acquired for public use are
exempt in the amount of the homestead exemption provided in Section
704.730. The proceeds are exempt for a period of six months after the time
date the proceeds are actually received by the judgment debtor, except that,
if a homestead exemption is applied to other property of the judgment
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debtor or the judgment debtor’s spouse during that period, the proceeds
thereafter are not exempt.

(2) If a homestead is voluntarily sold, or otherwise sold in a manner not
described in paragraph (1), the proceeds of sale are exempt in the amount of
the homestead exemption provided in Section 704.730 for a period of six
months after the date of the sale.

(3) If a homestead exemption is applied to other property of the
judgment debtor or the judgment debtor’s spouse during the six-month
period provided in paragraph (1) or (2), the proceeds exemption terminates.

(c) If the judgment debtor and spouse of the judgment debtor reside in
separate homesteads, only the homestead of one of the spouses is exempt
and only the proceeds of the exempt homestead are exempt.

(d) The exemption of proceeds provided in paragraph (2) of subdivision
(b) does not apply the enforcement of a judgment for child, family, or
spousal support.

4. Permit Debtor To Petition for Equitable Exemption

Section 703.070 envisions a situation where the property has been found to be

exempt but the support creditor asks the court to invade the exemption and

make a determination of the extent to which it should be applied taking into

account all of the debtor’s dependents. If the Commission decides to abandon the

voluntary sale proceeds exemption completely or as applied to support

enforcement, the procedure in Section 703.070 could be broadened to permit the

debtor to apply for an equitable application of all or part of the exemption for

proceeds of the voluntary sale of a dwelling. This would provide a remedy in the

type of case where the debtor has two families to support and needs to sell the

dwelling, but by placing the burden on the debtor, it does not interfere with the

collection programs of the district attorneys.

This procedure could be implemented in proposed Section 704.720 by further

revising subdivision (d):

(d) The exemption of proceeds provided in paragraph (2) of subdivision
(b) does not apply the enforcement of a judgment for child, family, or
spousal support, unless the judgment debtor obtains an order, on noticed
motion, that the proceeds are exempt in all or part. In making this
determination, the court shall apply the standards provided in subdivision
(c) of Section 703.070.
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5. Add Protective Rules on Proceeds

Existing law does not contain any detail on what happens with the exempt

proceeds during the six-month exemption period. If the Commission decides to

retain all or part of the voluntary sale proceeds exemption, the exemption could

be made less objectionable to creditors if the proceeds were held in escrow for the

six-month period pending investment in another dwelling in California. This

would serve the purpose of the exemption which is to protect a family home.

Respectfully submitted,

Stan Ulrich
Assistant Executive Secretary
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